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I opened my eyes. I was sitting in a small cave of stone with a low ceiling and a cramped
space. I immediately wanted what I lacked the most at that moment. Companionship. So I
started to punch the stone wall until my fists bled. This turned out to be a good idea as the wall
collapsed and another person who was in there. He introduced himself as Kronus and he
explained about Gaia Ouranos etc. We were soon reunited with my three other siblings and
we spent decades exploring the stonecomb network of tunnels we had built., Until, Kronos had
had enough. He carved a sickle and we watched him while he crept up on Gaia and Ourans
and separated them eternally. And we danced, Danced for our newfound freedom. But I did
not dance. I gathered drops of Uranus's blood and poured them into three jars. I then tipped
soil o to do that. So they could be reunited and I could remove the jars at a later date.

Then came the chaos. Krono and Rhea had children together but their mother, the earth,
warned them that his children would eventually overthrow him. So Kronus swallowed them all.
All except for one eBay who hid in a cave and replaced it with a stone. That baby was Zeus.
When Zeus became older he visited Kronus’s hall and became his cup holder. One day, he
poisoned Kronus’s drink and Kronus socks up all of Zeus’s siblings.

That sparked a terrible war. Mountains were levelled and stars were kicked from the heavens
as the titans fought against the new gods for control. Me and my brother Epimithius who had
sat out the war. Tending to our green valley away from the destruction. Our siblings are not so
lucky and were hurled down to the deepest depths of Tartarus.

The new gods settled themselves on Mount Olympus and therefore named themselves
“Olympian” gods. Life was peaceful tilling the green soil of our small secluded valley but I will
never forget the shouts of anger and cries for mercy as my brothers and sisters were cast
down to Tartarus.

Agsheyan Praveenthan 7P

Cramped as we are, we have to manage. There is no space to live, it is like they have been glued

together. “Aargh, stay away from my side of this crevice, Kronos!” That was how it was for us back

then, when we were children, grey, wrinkled, rock-like people. I still don't get why this happened,

parents are meant to nurture us, not squash us.

Until one day, I spied Kronos carving a rock, delicately sharpening it, until it bore a sharpness more

excruciating to poke someone with it than even Ouranos biting someone with his full power in his

lofty jaws! Meanwhile, I was making three pots, in my point of view not very good as we had to live

in a constricted area!

Then the time came when Kronos betrayed our father. He sliced into him, like a blade cuts into a

chicken when you want to dice it into small bits.

He slowly ascended, his blood dripping on the ground, like raindrops forming and dropping in round

pearl like shapes to reveal plants: evergreen trees, sycamore trees, dragon trees, adansonia digitata

,everything, and there were many beetles, caterpillars, worms everything. Kronos, Rhea, Atlas,

Epimetheus, everybody ran for glee, for freedom. They probably felt that it was an open door from

jail, especially Kronos, who should go to prison for his terrible deeds. Concurrently, I wasn’t

enjoying, but mourning, so I gathered the flesh of my mother and the blood of my father and made



use of my jars by putting the old flesh and blood in the jars. Later that day, I buried the jars into the

Earth, my mother’s body furthermore mourning. Now, I feigned that I was truly happy and I danced,

‘happily’, following the directions of the dance from the instincts of the happiest and the most evil

one here, Kronos.

Now, a few years on ( if I ,Promethean, am correct, maybe 10 or 20 years on) when Rhea (my grey

sister) and Kronos (my deceitful, grey brother) had children and the youngest (if I am right) was

called Zeus, Kronos, thinking his children would overpower him, ate them all. Except for one, that

youngest brother Zeus, whom his mother had kept safe from Kronos. That youngest brother was

saved by his mother, my sister, Rhea. What Rhea did was swap Zeus for a rock in his cradle and

covered him in a blanket, so he looked like a baby. So sadly, Kronos ate a rock, instead of the baby.

Now, Kronos got paid back for his misleading deeds by Zeus.

(Rhea told me everything in this paragraph) So, Zeus was now a boy, with full knowledge of what was

around him, what to do if he was in risk and all. So, knowing that his father had swallowed every

one of his brothers and sisters down, he took revenge. What he did was he carefully poured some

poison in the drink and made it honey flavoured and gave it to his father. The father didn’t recognise

him, as he was brought up secretly by his mother (Rhea) but he liked him, and he drank the poison

down unknowingly and vomited the poor brothers and sisters out.

His siblings had been living in the stomach of Kronos so long that they longed vengeance. They

immediately seized weapons and waged war with the smoky-skinned Titans, all except me and

Epimetheus, instead we decided to just have our back to the war and carry on with what we did.

Aeons later, the war stopped, Zeus and the other few of my nephews and nieces won. And proclaimed

themselves as the ‘Gods’, and washed the likes of the Titans, except for me and Epimetheus, down

to Tartarus, in the deep, deep bowels of the Earth, where they should have lived way before for

their disgraceful deeds.

Now, I and Epimetheus, because we didn’t fight, are left to do what works for us best, tiling the

natural, emerald green of the grass and trees in our valley. And now, we also get to see the amazing

spectacle of Mt Olympus with a colossal building (the home for the Gods I suspect) stuck on top of it

like a cherry or strawberry on top of the cake.

Finally, though I am not too happy about it, the wrath of the Titans has ended, now we have handed

the baton over to the Gods, who are now the Kings and Queens and Gods of the Universe.

Thomas Lloyd 7P

Prometheus hated his life so far, cramped up between his parents the sky (ouranos) and the

earth (Gaia), with no light, no space, no fun, just with his squabbling brothers and sisters

(the other titans)

Recently, Prometheus had heard his mother, Gaia speaking to his brother Kronos, the most

shady and evil of all the Titans, the one who crawled down almost everyday to speak to the

primordial being of the pit, Tartarus. Who does that? about how she hated all of her

children being cooped up in this hell hole, and how she had made him a scythe that she

wanted him cut Ouranos to pieces with, and then he and his siblings could be free. Which

to Prometheus did sound good, but that's not what he personally would do, but he knew

how this would end, since he could see the future…



That night Prometheus was lying, in bed thinking about how he wished sometimes that he

couldn’t see the future and all the blood and gore that was coming, then he thought about

what would happen exactly seven seconds from now six seconds, oh why did it have to

happen this way, five, he heard Kronos getting up, four oh how Prometheus wished he was

asleep right now three, why today two, why any day ONE, Prometheus’s head started to fill

with gruesome visions of his fathers death, at that moment a blood curdling scream cut

through the silence of the night like a scythe, it was all over now……

Suddenly, the sky felt like it was lifting, It was lifting Prometheus was elated, nothing he had

seen the future could have prepared him for the feeling of stretching his cramped legs and

seeing the ebony sky above, and the moon, that was another level of beauty, if night was

this amazing what would day time be like. After a night of sleeping on the soft green grass

under the bright twinkling stars, Prometheus woke up, in his dream he had seen a vision of

the future… A War.

Prometheus new this war would be the worst war to come, in all his time on the earth, he

knew that Kronos and Rhea would have six children, whose names names would be:

Demeter, Hera, Hestia, Hades, Poseidon, and Zeus Kronos would eat these children, which

Prometheus thought was even worse than killing your father, but the last child to be born,

Zeus would not be eaten, because Rhea would save him, then Zeus would free his siblings

and they would declare war on the Titans, Prometheus also knew that another god, for that

was what they would be called, whose name would be Aphrodite, had been brought to life

that night, when some of Ouranos’s blood, had mixed with the sea foam, Aphrodite would

be recruited by the other gods and help them win the war.

He knew he could not stop this, but at least he could stay out of it, he would try to persuade

his brother Epimethemus to come with him, (Epimetheus was the opposite of Prometheus,

he was rash, and would rush into things without thinking, he was also not blessed with the

powers of foresight, but Epimetheus could see any past he wanted) Prometheus knew that

his other brothers Menoetius, who was as stronger than any living thing, and Atlas who was

very strong, but wasn’t as strong as Menoetius, would not side with him, he also knew that

Menoetius would die at the hands of one of the lightning bolts Zeus would come to weild.

The final thing Prometheus knew, was that he would find some of his fathers blood, and his

mothers flesh, and put them in three jars, Those three jars would be buried for a while then

Prometheus would dig them up and make clay sculptures of humans out of them, which he

would give life to, and it was they, who would eventually rule the earth...


